Weapon System Applications

Weapon Systems
- Position sensor
- Position sensor assemblies
- Potentiometer
- Proximity sensor
- Resolver
- Sealed switch
- Speed sensor
- Thermostat

Power Supply
- Speed sensor
- Temperature probe
- Thermostat

Fuel System
- Pressure sensor
- Temperature sensor

Operator Controls
- Key switch
- Shifter
- Temperature sensor
- Toggle switch
- Turn signal control

Engine and Transmission
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch
- Speed sensor
- Temperature probe
- Thermostat

Cabin
- Basic switch
- Gas sensor
- Particle sensor
- Temperature sensor

Doors
- Position sensor assemblies
- Proximity sensor
- Sealed switch

Brake System
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch

Wheels and Suspension
- Inertial measurement unit
- Speed sensor

Hydraulic Systems
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch
- Temperature probe

Launcher Control
- Toggle switch

Learn more!
Click on the links below to review the highlighted Series.
- Basic switch
- Gas sensor
- Inertial measurement unit
- Key switch
- Particle sensor
- Position sensor
- Position sensor assemblies
- Potentiometer
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch
- Proximity sensor
- Resolver
- Sealed switch
- Shifter
- Speed sensor
- Temperature probe
- Temperature sensor
- Thermostat
- Toggle switch
- Turn signal control
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